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The role of conformational selection in the
molecular recognition of the wild type and
mutants XPA67-80 peptides by ERCC1
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ABSTRACT

Molecular recognition is a fundamental step in the coordination of biomolecular pathways. Understanding how recognition

and binding occur between highly flexible protein domains is a complex task. The conformational selection theory provides

an elegant rationalization of the recognition mechanism, especially valid in cases when unstructured protein regions are

involved. The recognition of a poorly structured peptide, namely XPA67-80, by its target receptor ERCC1, falls in this chal-

lenging study category. The microsecond molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, discussed in this work, show that the con-

formational propensity of the wild type XPA67-80 peptide in solution supports conformational selection as the key

mechanism driving its molecular recognition by ERCC1. Moreover, all the mutations of the XPA67-80 peptide studied here

cause a significant increase of its conformational disorder, relative to the wild type. Comparison to experimental data sug-

gests that the loss of the recognized structural motifs at the microscopic time scale can contribute to the critical decrease in

binding observed for one of the mutants, further substantiating the key role of conformational selection in recognition.

Ultimately, because of the high sequence identity and analogy in binding, it is conceivable that the conclusions of this study

on the XPA67-80 peptide also apply to the ERCC1-binding domain of the XPA protein.
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INTRODUCTION

The life of a cell depends on well-orchestrated molecu-

lar interactions that facilitate signaling through complex

networks. Molecular recognition is the key first step for

the realization of these interactions.1 Finding which

molecular determinants drive biomolecular recognition

in the crowded, dynamic and heterogeneous cell environ-

ment is difficult. The idea that molecular recognition

may hinge on shape complementarity between ligand

and receptor was one of the first put forth2 and, despite

its simplicity, one of the most successful in explaining

molecular interaction and binding in modern drug

design.3 The realization that conformational dynamics

may play also a key role in recognition, forced a review

of this simple theory, known as lock and key theory,4 in

favor of the induced fit theory,5 which takes into account

a conformational re-adjustment of the receptor upon

ligand binding. The induced fit theory represents the

rationale behind flexible docking methods6,7 and it is

predictive on its own when both ligand and receptor do

not undergo large conformational changes.8–10 Never-

theless, it is not fit to describe recognition between flexi-

ble or poorly structured proteins, where conformational

dynamics is central to the protein structure and func-

tion.11–13 Indeed, flexible proteins exist as an ensemble

of different conformational substrates at equilib-

rium14,15; the relative populations of these substrates

can be linked to the degree of conformational disorder

of the protein.16 The conformational selection

theory12,17,18 suggests that only one of the weakly

populated substrates of a flexible protein is recognized by
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the receptor. This event triggers a shift in the conforma-

tional equilibrium ensemble.12,19 Recent work13,18–21

reveals that the complex dynamics involved in ligand rec-

ognition and binding can be explained through a mecha-

nism where both, conformational selection and induced

fit play a role. Kinetic studies suggest that conforma-

tional selection is the dominant recognition mecha-

nism,22,23 especially when inherent structural flexibility

allows for fast conformational transitions relative to the

timescale of binding events.22 Following recognition, an

induced fit stage drives the structural and energetic

mutual adjustment, which leads to the final com-

plex.13,18,19 Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation stud-

ies have also highlighted the possibility of a more

complex scenario, where interactions at the binding

interface, specifically triggered and stabilized by the bind-

ing partner, play a role in recognition and binding.20 In

this work I use MD simulations to investigate the molec-

ular basis for the recognition and binding of a series of

14 residue peptides, namely the wild type XPA67-80 pep-

tide and 4 mutants, to their protein target ERCC1. The

sequence of the XPA67-80 peptide corresponds to the

ERCC1 binding motif of the XPA protein.24,25

Xeroderma Pigmentosum complementation group A

(XPA) and Excision Repair Cross Complementation group

1 (ERCC1) are essential proteins in nucleotide excision

repair (NER), the principal pathway responsible for the

repair of DNA bulky adducts, such as the ones caused by

alkylation agents and radiation.26 ERCC1 forms with

XPF (also known as ERCC4) an endonuclease responsi-

ble for the excision on the 5’ side of the lesion. One of

the roles of XPA in the NER pathway is to recruit the

ERCC1-XPF endonuclease and to position it correctly on

the DNA strand for excision.27–29 The ERCC1-binding

domain of H. sapiens XPA is located between residues 59

and 114.25 Within this region, the essential residues for

binding are only 14, namely residue 67 to 80.24,25

Experimental evidence24 shows that a peptide with the

same 14 residues sequence, named XPA67-80, binds

ERCC1 and inhibits the NER reaction in vitro. Addition-

ally, an earlier MD conformational study30 of the wild

type XPA67-80 peptide both in solution and in complex

with ERCC1, shows, in agreement with NMR data,24

that the unbound XPA67-80 peptide has a high degree of

disorder and that, within the microscopic timescales

sampled, this disorder is determined by the dynamic

interchange between hairpin-like structures.30 As shown

in Figure 1, panel a, the most populated hairpin confor-

mation in solution is structurally similar to the confor-

mation of the bound XPA67-80 peptide.30

The XPA section between residues 67 and 80 is highly

conserved across many different species carrying the

NER genes.24,25 A number of highly conserved XPA67-80

residues interact directly with ERCC1 residues in the

complex,24,25,29–31 namely Asp 70, Thr 71, Phe 75,

and Ile 76. Also, structural studies24,29,30 suggest that

Gly 72 to 74 and Leu 77 are highly conserved because of

their steric and hydrophobic complementarity to the nar-

row ERCC1 binding site.24,30 The last three residues at

each tail of the XPA67-80 hairpin, namely Glu 78 to 80

on one end, and Lys 67, Ile 68 and Ile 69 on the other

end, are located outside of the ERCC1 binding pocket. Li

et al.25 have shown that deletion of the segment between

Glu 78 to 84, named E motif, reduces binding of the

XPA protein to ERCC1 in vitro by approximately 70%.

As neither Glu 78 to 84, nor Lys 67 and Ile 68, located

on the opposite end of the peptide, interact with

ERCC1,24,30 their role in ERCC1 of XPA binding is not

immediately clear. In this work I address how specific

XPA67-80 residues affect the conformational propensity of

the peptide in solution and if this effect correlates with

available mutagenic and binding data.24,25,29 This is an

important point as, on the basis of conformational selec-

tion, a significant shift in the XPA67-80 peptide confor-

mational propensity in solution should affect its

recognition and binding to ERCC1. The extensive MD

simulations analyzed in this work provide a comparison

of the conformational propensity of four different

mutants, with sequences shown in Figure 2, against the

wild type XPA67-80 peptide. More specifically, I analyzed

the dynamics of 2 triple mutants, named M1 and M2,

designed to understand the effect of terminal charged

residues on the dynamics of the peptide, and of 2 single

point mutants, named F75W and I68K, designed to

enhance binding affinity relative to the wild type. The

highest populated conformers determined through clus-

tering analysis were tested for their ability to spatially fit

in the ERCC1 binding site through structural alignment

to the XPA67-80 peptide from the NMR structure of the

complex.24 Moreover, the stability of selected potential

recognition complexes were analyzed through extensive

MD simulations and compared the structure and interac-

tions to the NMR complex.24

The MD results suggest that the recognition of the

wild type XPA67-80 peptide by ERCC1 can be explained

through conformational selection. Furthermore, the data

show that the mutations studied enhance the conforma-

tional disorder of the XPA67-80 peptide in solution, sig-

nificantly lowering the population of the potentially

recognized conformers relative to the wild type. While

the population of the recognized conformer in the wild

type XPA67-80 peptide in solution is of 36%, the popula-

tions of the recognized conformers of M2, F75W and

I68K drop to single digits, while none of the significantly

populated M1 conformers satisfies the structural con-

straints set for recognition. These results also suggest

that the enhanced conformational disorder relative to

wild type caused by the deletion of the E motif in XPA

could be one of the contributing factors for the experi-

mentally determined 70% decrease in binding to

ERCC1.25 The analysis of the structural stability and

dynamics of the potential recognition complexes leaves
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also room for an induced fit stage, following conforma-

tional selection and binding, in the realization of the

final complex.1

METHODS

The conformational dynamics of 4, 14-residues long

XPA67-80 mutant peptides was studied by MD. The simu-

lations and the clustering analysis were run with the

GROMACS simulation package,32 version 4.6.3. All pep-

tides were built in a fully extended conformation with

the academic version 9.7 (release 2014-1) of Schr€odinger

Maestro33 with sequences shown in Figure 2. The pep-

tides termini were capped with acetyl (ACE) and

N-methylamide (NME) residues. For each peptide, I

selected 10 snapshots from an initial 50 ns trajectory.

These snapshots were used as starting conformations for

10 independent (1 ms) MD simulations, for a total sam-

pling time of 10 ms for each peptide. Further details on

the MD set-up protocols can be found in the Supporting

Information section. The AMBER99SB-ILDN force

field34 was chosen to represent the peptide and counter-

ions in all MD simulations, while water molecules were

represented by the TIP4P-Ew35 potential. For the MD

simulations of the wild type XPA67-80 peptide30 I used in

this work as reference, the AMBER99SB force field36 and

the TIP3P water model37 were used instead. To verify

the consistency of the results obtained with the two dif-

ferent force fields, I ran the first 500 ns of each one of

Figure 1
The NMR structure of the bound XPA67-80 peptide (PDBid 2JNW) is shown in red on the top left hand side. The location of Lys 67 and Leu 77

are shown to help define the spatial orientation of the peptide. The positions of the terminal Glu 78 to 80 do not appear in the NMR structure.
The structural alignment onto the NMR bound conformation of the wild type XPA67-80 and of the mutants conformers, identified as positive can-

didates for recognition, are shown in the panels. The wild type XPA67-80 peptide is shown in cyan in panel a), the M2 conformer in orange in panel

b), the F75W conformer in magenta in panel c), and the I68K conformer in light blue in panel d). All conformers are rendered with cartoons with
the Phe 75, Trp 75 in the F75W mutant, shown with sticks for clarity.
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the 10 independent trajectories of the M1 XPA67-80 pep-

tide also with the AMBER99SB force field in TIP3P

water. The results in Supporting Information Table SI

show that the two protocols produce highly consistent

results. During the MD simulations the temperature was

held constant at 300 K by a Langevin thermostat38 with

coupling time constant of 0.1 ps. The Berendsen

barostat39 was used to hold the pressure constant at 1

bar, with a time constant of 0.5 ps. The equations of

motion were integrated using a leap-frog stochastic

dynamics integrator with a 2 fs timestep. The linear con-

straint solver (LINCS) was used to constrain all bonds

with hydrogen atoms.40 Long range electrostatics were

treated with the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME)

method.41,42 The maximum spacing for the Fast Fourier

Transform (FFT) grid was chosen as 1 Å. In all simula-

tions cutoff values for Coulomb were set to 12 Å, while

van der Waals interactions were switched off between 10

and 11 Å.

Structure clustering was performed with the

GROMACS tool g_cluster. Clusters were identified by

means of the GROMOS algorithm43 with a RMSD cut-

off value of 1.5 Å as discussed in previous work.30 Mod-

els of the recognition complexes were built by structural

alignment of 10 of the highest populated conformers,

one from each of the 10 (1 ms) simulations, using the 1st

NMR structure of the XPA67-80/ERCC1 complex (PDBid

2JNW) as a reference. The structural alignment was

obtained based on a 10-point least square fit calculated

with version 1.4.1 of the PyMOL Molecular Graphic Sys-

tem.44 To find alternative conformations for potential

recognition complexes, I also tried a series of rigid dock-

ing experiments with version 6.6 of Dock,45

ClusPro46,47 and PyDock.48 All docking programs were

initially tested on a positive control experiment, with the

NMR structure of the XPA67-80/ERCC1 complex (PDBid

2JNW) as starting coordinates. All docking methods

were able to locate successfully the ERCC1 binding site,

but failed to predict the correct pose. In fact, the highest

scored poses almost universally presented the XPA67-80

hairpin at 180� rotation, around the axis perpendicular

to the hairpin plane, relative to the NMR bound

conformation.

All recognition complexes built by structural alignment

were visually inspected with the Pymol graphic user

interface44 for steric clashes and for major differences in

the orientation of the peptide sidechains relative to the

NMR structure.24 The peptide conformations of all the

mutants were ranked based on the backbone RMSD

values relative to the bound24 and solution XPA67-80

conformations.30 The peptides conformations that suc-

cessfully passed this structural analysis were classified as

potentially recognized structures. The recognition com-

plexes of the wild type and F75W mutant XPA67-80 with

ERCC1 were further analyzed through 1 ms MD simula-

tion each. Details on the set-up protocol used for the

MD simulations of the recognition complexes can be

found in the Supporting Information section.

RESULTS

In this section I present the results of the conforma-

tional analysis of the wild type and mutants XPA67-80

peptides free in solution, together with the MD simula-

tion of models of recognition complexes between the

wild type and F75W XPA67-80, and ERCC1. The wild

type XPA67-80 conformational dynamics discussed in ear-

lier work30 is analyzed here within the framework of the

mutants dynamics, to aid the interpretation of the data

and to make the work self-contained.

Wild type XPA67-80 peptide

In agreement with NMR data,24 MD simulations have

shown that the unbound XPA67-80 peptide is poorly

structured, but also that it has a high propensity for the

formation of hairpins, stable at the microsecond time-

scale.30 The most stable hairpins are held together by 3

hydrogen bonds between backbone atoms and are struc-

turally similar to the bound XPA67-80 peptide conforma-

tion from NMR in terms of the location of the residues

within the hairpin structure, see Figure 1, panel a. More

specifically, with reference to the H. sapiens numbering

shown in Figure 2, Gly 72 to 74 form the hairpin turn,

while Glu 78 to 80 are located on one tail and Lys 67, Ile

68 and Ile 69 on the other tail. The results of the

Figure 2
The H. sapiens XPA ERCC1-binding motif sequence (NP_00371.1), shown in the first row, corresponds to the wild type XPA67-80 peptide sequence.

The XPA67-80 mutant sequences are shown below. The mutations are highlighted in red for clarity. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,
which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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clustering analysis of the 10 (1 ms long) independent MD

simulations, summarized in Table I, show a high recur-

rence of a specific hairpin structure, shown in Figure 1,

panel a. The combined analysis of the clustering data

from earlier work30 shows that the XPA67-80 peptide free

in solution is found in this hairpin conformation 36% of

the time throughout 10 ms, see Table II. As shown in

Supporting Information Table SII, this hairpin is the

most populated conformer during 7 out of 10 ms. To

assess how well this hairpin motif fits in the ERCC1

binding site, I ran a structural alignment of the represen-

tative (middle) structures from the highest populated

clusters of the XPA67-80 peptide in solution onto the

XPA67-80 bound structure from NMR.24 The structural

alignment, shown in Figure 3, scores an average back-

bone RMSD value of 2.2 Å, relative to the bound peptide

conformation, see Supporting Information Table SII, and

results in no steric clashes with binding site residues. As

shown in Table II, I classified this hairpin as a positive

recognition candidate. The 2nd most populated con-

former of the wild type XPA67-80 peptide unbound in

solution is present for 7% of the time throughout the 10

ms, see Table II. This hairpin corresponds to the highest

populated cluster identified during 2 ms, more specifically

during simulation (s)2 and s8, see Supporting Informa-

tion Table SII. Based on structural alignment, this hair-

pin does not fit the ERCC1 binding site, mainly due to a

different orientation of the Phe 75 sidechain, see Sup-

porting Information Figure S1, panel a. For the same

reasons, as shown in Supporting Information Figure S1,

panel b, also the 3rd most populated conformer, with

relative population of 2% over 10 ms, does not fit the

ERCC1 binding site. This latter conformer corresponds

to the highest populated cluster from s9.30

M1 XPA67-80 peptide

The M1 peptide was designed to understand the role

of the Lys 67 to Ile 69 segment in the dynamics of the

XPA67-80 peptide. While the Ile 69 sidechain is found to

bind in the hydrophobic pocket between Arg 144 and

Leu 148 of ERCC1,24,30 Lys 67 and Ile 68 do not form

any stable contacts with ERCC1 residues. Nevertheless,

the presence of a basic residue in the same position of

Lys 67 in particular is highly recurrent among all differ-

ent species carrying NER genes. As shown in Figure 2, in

the M1 peptide Lys 67 and Ile 68 and 69 are mutated to

Ala. The clustering analysis in Table I shows that 4357

clusters were identified during the MD simulations of

the M1 peptide, almost four times the number of clusters

identified for the wild type XPA67-80 peptide.30 Also, the

significant increment in the radius of gyration (Rg) is

indicative of the higher propensity for a more elongated,

or extended, peptide conformation relative to the wild

type. This conformational disorder is also reflected in the

average cluster populations in Table I, where the highest

populated clusters has an average population four times

lower than the highest populated clusters in the wild

type XPA67-80 peptide. The highest populated conformer,

identified during s1, see Supporting Information Table

SIII, is present only 3.8% of the time during 10 ms. As

shown in Supporting Information Figure S2, structural

Table I
Average radius of gyration (Rg), total and average number of clusters, average population of the most populated clusters, namely cluster 1, 2,

and 3

Peptide Rg (�) Tot. No. clusters Ave. No. clusters Cluster 1 Pop. (%) Cluster 2 Pop. (%) Cluster 3 Pop. (%)

Wild type 6.7 1145 115 46.9 9.9 5.0
M1 8.6 4357 436 11.4 4.9 3.0
M2 7.5 2656 266 23.0 8.4 3.9
F128W 7.8 2035 204 31.7 5.2 3.8
I121K 7.6 2332 233 23.8 7.4 5.1

All values are obtained from the analysis of 10 (1 ms) independent MD trajectories. The RMSD threshold used for the clustering analysis is 1.5 Å.

Table II
Conformational propensity of the different peptides identified through the combined analysis of the 10 highest populated clusters from of the 10

(1 ms -long) independent MD trajectories

Peptide Conf. 1 (%) Rec Conf. 2 (%) Rec Conf. 3 (%) Rec

Wild type 36.4 Yes 6.6 No 2.3 No
M1 3.8 No 1.8 No 1.3 No
M2 7.2 No 5.4 Yes 5.0 No
F128W 9.4 No 8.7 No 6.6 No
I121K 11.7 No 4.3 Yes 2.6 No

The yes/no values in the columns titled “Rec” indicate the likelihood for a specific conformation to be recognized. This likelihood has been determined based on the

conformer structural similarity to the bound and solution conformations of XPA67-80, and on its fit into the ERCC1 binding site.

Molecular Recognition of XPA68-80 Peptide Mutants
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alignment on to the NMR peptide reveals major clashes

with the ERCC1 binding site, suggesting that this hairpin

is not recognized. As shown in Table II, the 2nd and 3rd

most populated clusters have relative populations of

1.8% and of 1.3%, respectively. Structural alignment of

these conformers on to the NMR bound peptide also

reveals major clashes with the ERCC1 binding site, sug-

gesting that none of the three highest populated clusters

are recognized. All other conformers are formed for less

than 1% of the time and their contribution is considered

negligible.

M2 XPA67-80 peptide

In the M2 mutant Glu 78 to 80 of XPA67-80 have been

replaced by Ala. As shown in Table I, this mutation also

enhances the degree of disorder and the peptide extension

relative to the wild type. Though, based on the average

number of clusters, the mutation of the three negatively

charged terminal residues seems to have a lower impact

on the stability of conformers relative to the M1 muta-

tion. This is probably due to the relative stability of the

highest populated hairpin-like structure, see Supporting

Information Table SIV, stabilized by the hydrophobic

association between the sidechains of Lys 67 and Ile 68

with the Ala substituting the negatively charged Glu 77 to

80, which results twisting the peptide tails. Nevertheless,

as shown in Table II, the relative populations of the high-

est populated conformers are quite low, occurring for less

than 10% of the time over 10 ms. Structural alignment of

the middle structures on the NMR peptide shows that

only the 2nd most populated cluster, identified during s3

and s7, see Supporting Information Table SIV, does not

clash with residues in the ERCC1 binding site, see Figure

4. The backbone RMSD value relative to the peptide in

the NMR complex is 3.1 Å, see Supporting Information

Table SIV, while structural alignment to the wild type

XPA67-80 highest populated conformer results in a back-

bone RMSD value 2.1 Å, see Figure 1, panel b. Based on

these data, the 2nd most populated conformer of the M2

mutant, with a relative population of 5.4% over 10 ms, is

a positive candidate for recognition.

F75W XPA67-80 peptide

The mutation of the highly conserved Phe75 to Trp

was designed to increase the binding affinity of the pep-

tide by enhancing the stacking interaction with Asn110

of ERCC1.24,30 However, as shown in Table I, this

mutation also leads to a higher conformational disorder

of the peptide relative to the wild type. This is due to

the occurrence of a set of hairpin motifs stabilized by the

stacking of the Trp 75 sidechain onto the hydrophobic

patch formed between Lys 67 and Ile 69, see Supporting

Information Figure S3, panel a. These hairpins corre-

spond to the highest populated cluster, with a 9.4% rela-

tive population over 10 ms, see Tables II and Supporting

Information Table SIV. The 2nd highest populated con-

formers are stabilized by a similar interaction, shown

Supporting Information Figure S3, panel b, where the

Trp sidechain is stacked perpendicularly between the

sidechains of Lys 67 and Ile 69. As shown in Table II,

none of the 3 highest populated conformers formed by

the F75W peptide can be accommodated in the binding

site. This is essentially due to the orientation of the Trp

sidechain relative to the Phe75 in the XPA67-80 bound

conformation. Nevertheless, the 4th most populated

F75W hairpin motif, occurring 3.6% of the time over the

10 ms simulation, has the correct conformation to fit the

ERCC1 binding site, with a backbone RMSD value

against the NMR structure of the XPA67-80 wild type

peptide of 1.8 Å, see Supporting Information Table SV

and Figure 1, panel c. The backbone RMSD value of this

F75W conformer against the highest populated hairpin

formed by the wild type peptide in solution is 3.4 Å.

Structural alignment onto the bound peptide in the com-

plex results in a good fit, with the Trp sidechain orien-

tated correctly to stack with Asn 110 of ERCC1.24,30

I68K XPA67-80 peptide

As the F75W, the I68K mutant was also designed to

increase the peptide binding affinity for ERCC1, with a

Figure 3
Structural alignment of the representative (middle) conformers of the

highest populated clusters identified through the 10 ms MD simulation
of the wild type XPA67-80 in solution, shown in cyan, onto the bound

XPA67-80, shown in red (PDBid 2JNW). The ERCC1 central domain is
rendered in grey cartoon. [Color figure can be viewed in the online

issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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design strategy based on the idea that the presence of an

extra positive charge on the N-terminal tail could

enhance the stability of the recognized hairpin due to

electrostatic interaction with the negatively charged

C-terminal tail, see Figure 2. Nevertheless, similarly to

the previous cases, as shown in Table I, this single point

mutation also increases the conformational disorder and

the extension of the peptide relative to the wild type.

The increased number of clusters relative to the wild

type peptide derives again from the stabilization of a

wider set of hairpin motifs relative to the wild type

XPA67-80. Indeed, the highest populated conformer is sta-

bilized by the interaction between the Phe 75 sidechain

and the hydrophobic part of the two sidechains of Lys 67

and Lys 68, stabilizing the Phe 75 sidechain in the wrong

orientation for an interaction with the ERCC1.24 Mean-

while, the 2nd highest populated conformer, shown in

Figure 1, panel d, with relative population of 4.3% over

10 ms simulation, see Table II, has a suitable structure for

recognition. The backbone RMSD values calculated rela-

tive to the bound XPA67-80 peptide, and relative to the

wild type XPA67-80 peptide highest populated conformer,

are 1.8 Å and 3.7 Å, respectively, see Supporting Infor-

mation Table SVI. The 3rd highest populated conformer

is a distorted hairpin motif, stabilized by an interaction

between the Phe 75 sidechain and the sidechain of Ile 76,

and it does not structurally fit the ERCC1 binding site.

Wild type XPA67-80 peptide in a recognition
complex model

The conformational stability of a potential recognition

complex, obtained through structural alignment of the

highest populated conformer of the wild type XPA67-80

peptide on the XPA67-80 peptide bound structure,24 was

studied through 1 ms MD simulation, during which the

peptide was left completely unrestrained. As shown in

Figure 5, the XPA67-80 hairpin structure is stable for most

of the trajectory, held together by three intra-strand

hydrogen bonds between backbone atoms. At around

650 ns the terminal hydrogen bond, between the back-

bone of Glu 78 and Ile 68, breaks causing a change in

RMSD value. As also shown in Figure 5, during the 1 ms

trajectory we did not observe any significant relaxation

of the structure towards the XPA67-80 bound conforma-

tion, with an average backbone RMSD value between the

two peptides of 2.8 Å. Most of the conserved interactions

identified between the bound peptide and the ERCC1

binding site residues in the NMR structure are retained.

More specifically, as shown in Table III, the hydrogen

bond pattern between Gly 73 and 74 at the hairpin bend

is similar to the one seen in the NMR complex structure,

with the only difference that the carbonyl of Gly 74

interacts with Ser 142 hydroxyl group instead of the

amide backbone. As in the NMR complex, Tyr 145 and

152 stack against the Gly-rich hairpin bend stabilizing its

position, while Phe 75 is firmly stacked against the Asn

110 sidechain. One of the main differences between the

two complexes is that the hydrophobic pocket formed

between Arg 144 and Leu 148 of ERCC1 in the potential

recognition complex is occupied by the Ile 69 sidechain,

instead of Ile 76.

F75W XPA67-80 peptide in a recognition
complex model

A model for the recognition complex between the 4th

highest populated conformer of the F75W XPA67-80 pep-

tide mutant and ERCC1 was obtained by structural

alignment of the peptide solution structure onto the

bound peptide NMR structure, see Figure 6. The confor-

mational stability of this complex was assessed during a

1 ms MD trajectory, where the ligand was left completely

unrestrained. As shown in Figure 7, as in the case of the

wild type XPA67-80 recognition complex, the structure of

the F75W peptide does not completely relax to match

the NMR bound structure over the 1 ms sampling time-

frame. Nevertheless, the complex is stable and, as shown

in Table IV, most of the hydrogen bonding and stacking

interactions observed in the NMR complex are retained.

Interestingly, from the structural point of view Trp 75 is

quite effective in stacking Asn 110. As seen in the NMR

Figure 4
Structural alignment of the representative (middle) conformer of the

potentially recognized cluster identified through the 10 ms MD simula-
tion of the M2 XPA67-80 mutant in solution, shown in orange, onto the

bound XPA67-80, shown in red (PDBid 2JNW). The ERCC1 central
domain is rendered in grey cartoon. [Color figure can be viewed in the

online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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structure the Ile 76 sidechain is well accommodated in

the hydrophobic pocket formed between the sidechains

of Arg 144 and Leu 148, the amide backbone group of

Ser 142 forms a hydrogen bond with the carbonyl of Gly

74 and the hydroxyl group of the Tyr 145 sidechain

forms a hydrogen bond with the carbonyl of Thr 71. In

addition, as observed in the MD simulation of the wild

type XPA67-80 complex,30 the Asp 70 forms a stable

hydrogen bond with the Ne2 of His 149.

DISCUSSION

In this study I analyzed the conformational propensity

in the ms timescale of 4 mutants of the XPA67-80 peptide

free in solution by means of MD simulations. The results

are here compared to MD data obtained for the wild

type XPA67-80 peptide from previous work30 and also to

structural24,29 and binding data24,25 available. The MD

data clearly suggests that the wild type XPA67-80 peptide,

corresponding to the ERCC1 binding motif of XPA,24,25

is poorly structured, adopting a range of hairpin-like

motifs, stable within the ms time scale.30 The dominant

conformation, with a relative population of 36.4%, is a

hairpin structurally similar to the XPA67-80 peptide

bound conformation,24 held together by 3 hydrogen

bonds between backbone atoms and characterized by the

Phe 75 sidechain prevalently oriented underneath the

hairpin loop.30 As shown in Figure 1, panel a, the 3

hydrogen bonds constrain this XPA67-80 solution struc-

ture to a narrow shape, where the tails are closer

together than in the bound conformation, which notably

has no intra-chain hydrogen bonds.24,30 The conforma-

tional propensity of the wild type XPA67-80 peptide in

solution reveals that there is in fact a detectable struc-

tural order at the microscopic timescales, which could

hold the key to understand its recognition and binding

to ERCC1. Indeed, the results of this study suggest that

conformational selection and its proposed role in driving

recognition,12,13,17,18,23,49–51 especially in flexible or

poorly structured proteins,18,50,51 can explain the initial

recognition step in the XPA67-80 peptide binding by

ERCC1.

My working hypothesis is that the highest populated

conformation of the wild type XPA67-80 peptide in solu-

tion corresponds to a structure recognized by ERCC1. I

Table III
Average hydrogen bonding distances (Å) measured throughout the

1 ms MD trajectory of the potential recognition complex between the
wild type (wt) XPA67-80 peptide solution structure and ERCC1

Interacting residues and atoms wt XPA67-80/ERCC1 2JNW

Ser 142 (NH) Gly 74 (O) 5.4 2.6
Ser 142 (OH) Gly 74 (O) 2.9 5.0
Gln 107 (NH2) Gly 73 (O) 5.3 4.4
Asn 110 (CB) Phe 75 (CG) 4.2 4.7
Tyr 145 (OH) Thr 71 (O) 3.8 3.5
Tyr 145 (OH) Thr 71 (OH) 5.3 6.4

The corresponding values from the NMR XPA67-80/ERCC1 complex (PDBid

2JNW) are shown for comparison.

Figure 5
The backbone RMSD value calculated through the 10 ms trajectory of
the wild type XPA67-80 peptide in the model recognition complex is

shown in black. The backbone RMSD value relative to the bound
XPA67-80 peptide conformation (PDBid 2JNW) is shown in red.

[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 6
Structural alignment of the representative (middle) conformer of the

potentially recognized cluster identified through the 10 ms MD simula-

tion of the F75W XPA67-80 mutant in solution, shown in purple, onto
the bound XPA67-80, shown in red (PDBid 2JNW). The ERCC1 central

domain is rendered in grey cartoon. [Color figure can be viewed in the
online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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tested this idea by assessing the fit of the wild type pep-

tide solution structure in the ERCC1 binding site

through structural alignment to the XPA67-80 bound pep-

tide from NMR24 and by determining the conformational

stability and dynamics of the model complexes through a

1 ms MD simulation. This potential recognition complex

is stable throughout the trajectory, with most of the con-

formational dynamics affecting the hairpin tails, while

the hairpin bend is firmly tucked in the interior of the

narrow ERCC1 binding site. As shown in Table III, many

of the same native contacts identified in the NMR struc-

ture24 and monitored during the MD of the bound

complex30 are also retained. As shown in Figure 5,

within the 1 ms timescale there are no significant confor-

mational changes driving the XPA67-80 solution structure

closer to the peptide bound conformation from NMR.

Nevertheless, slight structural modifications take place

during the 1 ms trajectory that point in that direction,

such as the break of the terminal hydrogen bond. Such

conformational changes are consistent with an induced

fit stage.

The relatively high occurrence (36%) of the highest

populated wild type XPA67-80 conformer in solution

makes this hairpin the most likely structure to be recog-

nized within the conformational ensemble. As shown in

Table II, the mutation of the three terminal residues on

both the C- and N-termini of the peptide to Ala and

also the F75W and I68K single point mutations, all cause

a significant increase in the peptide disorder, lowering

the relative populations of all conformers to single digits.

The potentially recognized structures in all mutants have

a much lower occurrence than for the wild type. In fact,

the relative population of the F75W XPA67-80 recognized

peptide is 10 fold less the population of the wild type

recognized peptide. These data suggest that the increased

disorder caused by mutations, such as the Glu 78-80 to

Ala in the M2 mutant, leads to lower populations of the

recognized conformers in solution. Within the frame-

work of conformational selection, the results obtained

for the M2 peptide can explain the 70% less binding

observed the DE XPA mutant.25 Based on the similar

conformational trends obtained for all mutants and also

considering the high level of sequence conservation of

the XPA ERCC1-binding motif, I would expect a signifi-

cant decrease in binding for all the XPA67-80 mutants

studied here, relative to the wild type.

CONCLUSIONS

Molecular recognition is still one of the big mysteries

in chemical and molecular biology. Understanding how

molecular recognition and binding occurs between highly

flexible protein domains is even more complex. The con-

formational selection theory provides a very elegant

explanation for molecular recognition,12,17,18,50 espe-

cially in the context of seemingly unstructured protein

regions. The results of this MD study strongly suggest

that the initial step in the recognition of the wild type

XPA67-80 peptide by ERCC1 takes place through confor-

mational selection. The analysis of the wild type XPA67-80

peptide conformational dynamics in solution highlights a

microscopic conformational propensity towards the for-

mation of hairpin-like structures, relative to extended

structures.30 The relative populations of the different

hairpin conformers suggest that a structural order does

exist at the ms timescale. More specifically, a distinct

hairpin conformation occurs 36% of the time over the

10 ms simulations, while all other structures have a sig-

nificantly lower occupation. This high populated hairpin

is structurally similar to the ERCC1-bound XPA67-80 con-

formation,24 it can be accommodated quite well into the

ERCC1 receptor binding site in a recognition complex

model, and in such complex it forms important and sta-

ble interactions with residues in the ERCC1 binding site

Figure 7
The backbone RMSD value calculated through the 10 ms trajectory of
the F75W XPA67-80 peptide in the model recognition complex is shown

in black. The backbone RMSD value relative to the bound XPA67-80

peptide conformation (PDBid 2JNW) is shown in red. [Color figure

can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlineli-

brary.com.]

Table IV
Average hydrogen bonding distances (Å) measured throughout the 1 ms
MD trajectory of the potential recognition complex, between the F75W

XPA67-80 peptide solution structure and ERCC1

Interacting residues and atoms F75W XPA67-80/ERCC1 2JNW

Ser 142 (NH) Gly 74 (O) 3.1 2.6
Gln 107 (NH2) Gly 73 (O) 3.0 4.4
Asn 110 (CB) Trp 75 (CD2) 4.1 4.7
His 149 (Ne2) Asp 70 (Ox) 3.8 4.9
Tyr 145 (OH) Thr 71 (O) 3.4 3.5
Tyr 145 (OH) Thr 71 (OH) 6.4 6.4

The corresponding values from the NMR wild type XPA67-80/ERCC1 complex

(PDBid 2JNW) are shown for comparison.
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previously identified in structural studies.24,30 These

results all suggest that the highest populated hairpin

formed by the wild type XPA67-80 peptide in solution is a

good candidate for recognition by ERCC1. This study

also shows that the highly conserved, C- and N-terminal

residues of the XPA67-80 peptide, which do not interact

with ERCC1, do play a significant role in controlling the

peptide conformational propensity. In particular, all the

mutations studied here cause a significant increase in the

conformational disorder of the peptide relative to the

wild type. The MD simulations show that this disorder

can be caused, as in the case of F75W and I68K, by the

stabilization of a higher number of hairpin conformers

relative to wild type, or to the higher occurrence of

extended structures, as in the case of M1 and M2. Partic-

ularly interesting is the increase in conformational disor-

der observed for the M2 peptide, where the 3 terminal

Glu 78-80 are mutated to Ala. For this peptide the only

conformer fit for recognition occurs only 3.6% of the

time over the 10 ms simulation, 10 fold less populated

than the wild type recognized hairpin. These data suggest

that the 70% decrease in binding, measured for a XPA

mutant with a deleted E-motif25 (DE), can be caused by

an increased conformational disorder that affects primar-

ily its recognition by ERCC1. Based on the comparison

between the enhanced conformational disorder of the

M2 XPA67-80 mutant relative to wild type and the experi-

mentally determined binding deficiency of the analogous

DE XPA mutant, it is expected for all the other mutants

studied here to show diminished to negligible binding

relative to the wild type XPA67-80. In conclusion,

although the results of this study support conformational

selection as the primary mechanism for ERCC1- XPA67-

80 recognition, they are also consistent with the contribu-

tion of an induced fit step, guiding the conformational

adjustment of the peptide conformation when in the

binding site.1 The timescales of this process may be too

long to be observed through the MD simulations ana-

lyzed here. Due to the high sequence identity, it is likely

that the findings of this conformational study also apply

to the ERCC1-binding region of the XPA protein and to

its molecular recognition mechanism.
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